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OPINION REGARDING IMPLEMENTATION OF
ASSEMBLY BILL 1002, ESTABLISHING A
NATURAL GAS SURCHARGE
Summary
In this decision, we implement Assembly Bill (AB) 1002 (stats. 2000,
Ch. 932), establishing a natural gas surcharge to fund gas related public purpose
programs (PPP) such as low-income customer assistance, energy efficiency and
public interest research and development (R&D).1 We adopt the Energy
Division’s AB 1002 Workshop Report (Workshop Report) and address and
resolve Workshop Report implementation issues raised by parties. Many of
these implementation issues involve the State Board of Equalization (BOE),
which is charged under AB 1002 with collecting surcharge revenues for deposit
in the gas surcharge fund (Fund). This decision also initiates a public interest
R&D program, and appoints an administrator, the California Energy
Commission (CEC), to improve gas energy efficiency and environmental quality,
develop renewable technologies, and otherwise provide benefits to the public.
Our decision resolves issues concerning the exemption of certain
customers as required by AB 1002. We also establish procedures to improve the
efficiency of the surcharge collection and remittance process, and increase the
dollars available for PPP by requiring that interest is paid on customer revenues
in the possession of utilities.
Our adopted R&D program establishes project criteria and provides an
opportunity for other parties to suggest beneficial R&D projects to the
1

AB 1002 is codified in Public Utilities Code Sections 890 et seq.
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administrator, subject to approval by the Commission. We adopt a zero-based
budget for 2005 capped at $12 million for the first year, and provide flexibility to
increase funding thereafter. We also provide that any commercial benefits
resulting from public interest R&D accrue to ratepayers.
Procedural Background
The Commission issued Order Instituting Rulemaking (R.) 02-10-001 on
October 3, 2002, to determine broad policy issues and adopt a long-term
framework to implement AB 1002 (Stats 2000, Ch. 932). R.02-10-001 divided the
proceeding into two parts: Gas Surcharge Determination and Program
Administration. In each area, questions were posed addressing accounting,
documentation, customer exemptions, cash flow and R&D. The Commission
preliminarily determined that R.02-10-001 is a quasi-legislative proceeding, as
that term is defined in Rule 5(d) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and
Procedure (Rules).
Respondent parties2 submitted comments and reply comments to the
questions posed in R.02-10-001 on November 12 and 27, 2002, respectively.
R.02-10-001 names Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), Southern California
Gas Company (SoCalGas), San Diego Gas and Electric Company (SDG&E), Avista
Utilities (Avista), Alpine Natural Gas Operating Company (Alpine), Southern
California Edison Company (Edison) Southwest Gas Corporation (Southwest) West
Coast Gas Company (West Coast) and Mountain Utilities as Respondents. SoCalGas
and SDG&E are jointly represented by Sempra Energy Utilities (Sempra).
2

On October 16, 2002, Mountain Utilities requested by letter that it be excused from
participation in the proceeding as it only sells propane, and that as provided in Sections
222, 216, and 221 of the Public Utilities Code, propane companies are not considered
natural gas corporations. In letters dated October 31, 2002, and November 21, 2002,
Edison requested that it be excused as a respondent in the proceeding since it only
provides liquefied petroleum gas and propane to Santa Catalina Island customers. On
February 10, 2003, West Coast requested by letter that it be excused from participation
Footnote continued on next page
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A prehearing conference (PHC) was held February 5, 2003 to establish a
service list, and address procedural issues and scheduling matters. Parties at the
PHC agreed that issues concerning the policy and implementation of AB 1002
could be resolved through workshops and data requests. Two parties
recommended that evidentiary hearings be held to address R&D issues.
On April 22, 2003, the Assigned Commissioner, Loretta M. Lynch, issued
an Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling (ACR) determining the category, need for
hearing, scope and schedule of the proceeding. The ACR divided R.02-10-001
into two phases. The First Phase addresses issues concerning policy and
implementation of AB 1002 through a workshop. The ACR attached a list of
questions and issues to be resolved in the Phase One workshop. A workshop on
Phase One issues was held from May 7, 2003, through May 9, 2003, led by the
Energy Division.3

in the proceeding due to a lack of resources, and because the costs of participation are
significant relative to the small number of customers served by West Coast. On
February 12, 2003, Avista filed a motion for exemption from in-person participation in
the R&D portion of the proceeding. Avista explains that it has limited R&D activities
and that the costs of participation may be significant relative to the small number of
customers served by Avista. On March 7, 2003, Alpine filed a motion to be excused
from participation in this proceeding due to a lack of resources that may negatively
impact its service to customers. On April 14, 2003, Southwest filed a motion requesting
that it be excused from participation in the R&D phase of this proceeding. Southwest
explains that it does not conduct any R&D, and that its customers will best be served if
Southwest’s participation is limited to monitoring the R&D portion of the proceeding.
These requests and motions are unopposed, and for the reasons stated by these utilities,
the requests and motions from further participation are granted.
On May 7, 2003, Sempra filed a motion to modify the ACR to provide issuance of an
interim decision on Phase One issues after parties file comments on the Workshop
Report. However, the Workshop Report was not filed until December 9, 2003, and
comments were not received until January 12, 2004. As a matter of efficiency,
3

Footnote continued on next page
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Phase Two addresses R&D issues, including defining public interest R&D,
project identification and evaluation, and establishing funding levels. On
June 3, 2003, a ruling by the assigned Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
established a schedule, and posed questions for parties to be addressed in
Phase Two of the proceeding.4 PG&E, Sempra, The University of California,
California Institute for Energy Efficiency (UC), CEC and Southern California
Generation Coalition (SCGC) submitted opening testimony on August 15, 2003.
PG&E, Sempra, UC and CEC submitted reply testimony on September 5, 2003.
Evidentiary hearings were held September 25 and 26, 2003. Opening and reply
briefs were filed on October 22 and November 5, 2003, respectively. The matter
was deemed submitted on November 5, 2003.
On December 9, 2003, the Energy Division filed its Workshop Report on
Phase One issues. PG&E, Sempra, Avista and Southwest5 filed comments on the
Workshop Report on January 12, 2004.
Phase One Issues – Policy and Implementation of AB 1002
We adopt the following unopposed Workshop Report recommendations
requiring the utilities to:
a. Identify all customers exempt from paying the surcharge and
establish procedures to prevent surcharge billing of exempt
customers.

Phase One and Phase Two issues are combined in this decision and Sempra’s motion is
denied.
4

See ALJ Ruling, Attachment A.

Southwest filed a motion to accept its comments one day late on January 13, 2004.
That motion is unopposed and is granted.
5
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b. Recompense exempt customers who previously paid the
surcharge. Amounts returned to exempt customers should
include applicable balancing account interest.6
c. Publish the approved surcharge by customer class, including
exemptions, in a separate tariff rate schedule.
d. Present the surcharge as a separate line item on customers’
invoices with a description of the surcharge purpose.7
e. Submit annual advice letters (AL) by October 31 with proposed
surcharge rates.8 ALs shall include workpapers showing the
derivation of the surcharge rates, supporting documentation for
any forecasts, and citations identifying commission decisions
authorizing each element of the proposed rates (e.g., authorized
PPP costs, split between gas and electric operations, etc.)
f. Use the most recently adopted PPP budgets for the calculation of
proposed surcharge rates. If a current program year budget for
California Alternative Rates for Energy (CARE) subsidy costs has
not been adopted by the Commission, utilities may use forecasts
of expected CARE subsidy costs based on a reasonable estimate
of future gas prices (using a credible, published source) and
CARE customer penetration rates. Balancing account
amortization shall be in accordance with prevailing Commission
policy (e.g. whether over-collections should be carried-over, etc.).
g. Return exempt customer surcharge revenue collected between
January 1, 2001, and July 1, 2001, including interest. Amounts
will be returned from utilities to the affected exempt customers.9
Prior to issuing refunds, the utilities should confer with BOE to ensure payments were
not previously made by the Board, in which case the refunds shall not be made.
6

We will allow utilities to make required billing system changes, along with regular
monthly changes, following the six-month deadline for this modification.
7

Annual ALs will calculate proposed surcharge rates to be effective January 1. This
date is changed from September 30, as approval will be by Energy Division, without
need for a Commission resolution.
8

Prior to issuing refunds, the utilities should confer with BOE to ensure payments were
not previously made by the Board, in which case the refunds shall not be made.
9
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h. Modify balancing and memorandum accounts, if necessary, to
implement the unbundling of PPP costs from rates. Requested
revisions should not seek to change the nature of any account
currently authorized by the Commission (e.g., one-way or
two-way balancing account, carry forward of over collections,
etc.). Any requested accounting changes shall be made via an AL
within 30 days of the effective date of this decision.
i. Each balancing account shall specify that while the surcharge
collections are in the possession of the State, the applicable
interest that applies is the actual amount of interest that accrued
while the remittances were on deposit in the Fund.
In addition, we adopt the following unopposed Workshop Report
recommendations for implementing AB 1002:
a. The use of the default rate will be discontinued. All utilities
should calculate surcharge rates based on their specific PPP
costs.10
b. Utilities may request a change in surcharge rates during the year.
Such rate changes are only justified if failure to make the rate
change would result in a forecasted total rate increase of 10% or
more on January 1 of the next year. Requested rate changes will
be through the AL process. The AL must include justification for
the rate change and be filed at least 40 days prior to the
beginning of the next quarter with an effective date to be
determined by the Energy Division in consultation with BOE.11
c. Non-exempt interstate pipeline customer remittances to BOE,
including applicable interest, are to be returned to the public
utility in whose service territory the customer resides, and
recorded in the appropriate PPP balancing accounts.
Utilities subject to the default rate shall file an AL October 31, 2004, with a requested
effective date of January 1, 2005, containing their proposed cost based PPP surcharge
rates according to the formula adopted herein which will be used for remittances to
BOE and customer collections including associated tariff pages.
10

11

Energy Division shall notify BOE of surcharge rate changes.
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d. Utilities should receive interest accrued in the Fund, and credit
this interest to PPP balancing accounts. Interest on R&D funds
shall be held in the Fund until applied for future R&D activities.
Below we discuss Workshop Report proposals of the Energy Division,
which parties contested in their comments, or which require clarification.
Is the Gas Surcharge a Tax or a Fee?
PG&E and Sempra believe that the surcharge is a tax. PG&E argues that
there are accounting and franchise fee issues that depend on this determination.
Alternatively, Avista and Southwest contend the surcharge is a fee. Southwest
notes that there are administrative problems in identifying exempt customers if it
is determined that the surcharge is a tax.
We find that it is unnecessary to determine whether the surcharge is a tax
or fee in order to address the issues we actually need to decide in order to
implement this program. For example, Sections 890(b) and 898,12 clearly specify
those customers who pay the surcharge and those customers that are exempt.
Therefore, we decline to find whether the surcharge is a tax or a fee, and instead
we will direct utilities in those matters not addressed by AB 1002, including
accounting and franchise fees.
Remittances to Utilities
The Workshop Report recommends that BOE return remittances to utilities
after a year-end review of surplus amounts in the Fund. However, the utilities13
recommend that BOE remittances be returned in full to utilities during the year,
so that over-collections may be retained by utility customers.

12

All references are to the Public Utilities Code unless otherwise noted.

13

PG&E, Avista, Sempra and Southwest.
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Sempra argues that when the non-remitted funds remain at BOE,
ratepayers do not receive associated interest. Furthermore, leaving excess funds
at BOE introduces too much uncertainty into excess fund balances that could
result in cross-subsidization between utilities or loss of the funds to the
California General Fund. Sempra prefers that funds are returned within 30 to
45 days of remittance to BOE.
PG&E recommends returning funds to utilities on at least a quarterly basis.
PG&E points out that the recommended policy of the Workshop Report14 would
result in an additional administrative layer, and potential funding of PPP by the
utility, or payment of an excess surcharge by ratepayers. PG&E points out that
funds remitted from BOE to the utilities remain in balancing accounts fully
subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction.
Southwest asserts that customer surcharge revenue must be returned in
full to utilities in order that shareholders not pay for certain PPP costs.
Southwest explains that because the Low-Income Energy Efficiency (LIEE)
program is a one-way balancing account, if LIEE program costs in any year
exceed reimbursements from the surcharge, and the excess revenues are not
remitted to the utilities, then shareholders pay for any excess costs. Southwest
also notes that to the extent CARE costs are less than CARE revenues, customers
funding CARE costs should receive the benefit of any overcollection.

The Workshop Report recommends the filing of an annual AL requesting return
from BOE of excess funds; however it is unclear whether all of the excess funds would
be returned to utilities.
14
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We agree with the utilities that all funds remitted to BOE should be
returned to the utilities in a timely manner, except for R&D funds,15 BOE and
Commission administration costs, and deductions for any refunds issued by
BOE.16 Since remittances to BOE are done quarterly, dispersals from the Fund
shall be conducted on a quarterly basis as well. Energy Division will administer
dispersements from the Fund to the utilities, R&D Administrator and other
entities as necessary. (See Section 895(a).) We share the utilities’ concerns
regarding excess funds, and desire that all collected funds be available to the
utilities for PPP costs. Therefore, the Energy Division should work with BOE,
other appropriate state agencies and the utilities17 to accomplish the timely
return of surcharge remittances, including interest accrued in the Fund, to the
utilities.18 These funds are to be recorded to the appropriate PPP balancing
accounts. Interest should be apportioned to utilities according to the amount of
remittances and the length of time remittances were held in the Fund and
invested from the implementation of AB 1002 on January 1, 2001.

19

Energy

R&D funds will be provided to reimburse utilities for R&D activities conducted in
2004.
15

16

BOE should inform the Energy Division of refund payments which BOE issues.

Remittances from a municipality, district or public agency should be fully returned to
the municipality, district or public agency, including applicable interest, less any BOE
refunds paid to these customers. (See Section 898.)
17

BOE should provide Energy Division copies of Natural Gas Surcharge Returns
quarterly from all accounts, and information showing amounts remitted.
18

Energy Division will develop interest allocation methods and procedures in
consultation with the utilities and other entities, as necessary, and make periodic
distribution to the utilities.
19
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Division shall also work with BOE or other appropriate state agency to establish
utility specific accounts in the Fund, if feasible.
PG&E AL 2440-G
PG&E filed AL 2440-G on January 27, 2003, and AL 2440–G–A on
May 26, 2004, to separately identify PPP revenue requirements from other base
revenue and establish a new memorandum account to track surcharge collections
remitted to BOE. PG&E’s AL 2440-G and AL 2440 – G - A is approved subject to
the following modifications:
1. The proposed preliminary statement referred to as
“PPP-EE/LIEE/RDD” describing the accounting treatment
of energy efficiency, LIEE, and R&D must be structured so
that each PPP has a separate and distinct balancing
account, and maintains the authorized treatment and
amortization of any balances. (e.g., one-way balancing
account, etc.)
2. Each balancing account shall specify that the amortization
of any balance is in accordance with the policies
established by the Commission for the treatment of these
funds.
3. Each balancing account shall specify that while the
surcharge collections are in the possession of the State, the
applicable interest that applies is the actual amount of
interest that accrued while the remittances were on deposit
in the Fund.
PG&E shall file a supplement to AL 2440-G – A within 30 days of the
effective date of this decision reflecting these modifications.
Gas Volumes Used to Set Surcharge Rates
Although the Workshop Report recommends using past gas usage to
calculate the surcharge, PG&E and Sempra recommend the continued use of
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Biennial Cost Allocation Proceeding (BCAP) estimates for “throughput” volumes
of gas.20
Sempra points out that BCAP volumes are more accurate estimates since
they are weather adjusted, and thus will reduce potential interim rate changes.
Sempra also notes that BCAP estimates have been reviewed and approved by the
Commission.
PG&E argues that there is nothing in the language in AB 1002 to prohibit
the use of BCAP estimates. PG&E also recommends that the Energy Division
provide the utilities with exempt gas volumes, and interstate gas pipeline
volumes so that utilities can adjust their estimated surcharge rates. In order to
file timely ALs, so that surcharge rates can be effective January 1 for each
surcharge year, PG&E believes information should be supplied by the
Energy Division to the utilities. PG&E recommends that this information be
provided by August 31 of the year prior to the January 1 effective date.
Southwest, which does not have a BCAP, recommends use of test year gas
volumes to calculate the most accurate surcharge rate.
We agree with the utilities that BCAP estimated throughput volumes, or
recent test year estimates are the most accurate gas volume projections for
calculating the surcharge. However, we are concerned that BCAP estimates may
not be timely available for surcharge calculations due to delays in BCAP
proceedings. In addition, for the smaller gas utilities, there are no BCAP
proceedings to provide gas estimates, and the use of test year estimates, as
proposed by Southwest, is of limited use in the years between test years.
BCAPs usually are held every two years for PG&E, SoCalGas, and SDG&E. There
are no BCAPs for the other gas utilities.
20
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Therefore, we will adopt a method that uses BCAP estimates when these are
available and are less than three-years old, and have been adopted by the
Commission. In all other instances utilities should use a three-year average
(consecutive 36 month period) based upon the most recently available billed gas
volumes. Utilities should state in their surcharge calculations, which of these
two estimating methods are used. Energy Division should also obtain interstate
pipeline customer gas volumes,21 and provide these to the appropriate utilities
for determining surcharge rates.
Formulas for Calculating Surcharge Rates
Surcharge rates should continue to be segregated by customer class based
on CARE participation. Thus, two formulas are necessary to determine
surcharge rates for CARE and non-CARE customers.
Derivation of the cost components of the PPP surcharge rates are:
CARE cost surcharge component = [CARE administration
expenses + CARE subsidy + authorized CARE balancing
account amortization]22/ [non–CARE, non-exempt utility +
non-CARE, non-exempt interstate pipeline gas volumes by
customer class]
LIEE + EE + R&D cost surcharge component = [Energy
efficiency + LIEE + R&D expenses + authorized PPP non CARE balancing account amortization23+ administrative

We expect BOE to provide copies of natural gas surcharge returns showing gas
volumes used for remittances to the Energy Division by August 31 of each year.
21

Balancing Account amortization shall be in accordance with authorized PPP
accounting methods.
22

Balancing Account amortization shall be in accordance with authorized PPP
accounting methods.
23
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costs]24/ [non-exempt utility + non-exempt interstate pipeline
gas volumes by customer class]
Thus, the PPP surcharge rates are:
1) CARE customer surcharge rate = LIEE +EE + R&D cost surcharge component
2) Non-CARE customer surcharge rate = [LIEE +EE +R&D cost surcharge
component] + [CARE cost surcharge component]
Utilities shall provide workpapers showing these calculations with citations
identifying Commission authorization for program expenses and customer class
cost allocations included in AL filings for proposed surcharge rates and related
information. PPP expenses to be included in surcharge rates are those described
under unopposed workshop report recommendations paragraph (f). Pipeline
gas volumes to be used in the calculation are as described in this decision.
Utilities shall allocate PPP costs to customer classes pursuant to authorized
procedures as updated in Commission allocation proceedings, except for R&D,
and BOE and Commission administrative costs as discussed herein.
Customer Surcharge Exemptions
PG&E recommends that BOE or the Commission issue regulations
defining exempt customers. PG&E would refund any surcharges paid by
exempt customers, including applicable credit interest,25 directly to exempt
customers. PG&E also recommends that BOE require interstate pipeline
companies to identify non-exempt customers consistent with the status
notification requirement under Section 891(d).

24

Commission and BOE administrative costs.

PG&E requests that BOE calculate earned credit interest and the timing for the utility
to make refunds.
25
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Sempra believes its current tariff procedures have identified exempt
customers, and that current processes are sufficient to return any surcharges paid
by exempt customers. Sempra requests that the Commission order a return of
any surcharges collected from exempt customers paid during the first half of
calendar year 2001. Sempra also recommends that the utilities return collected
surcharges to exempt customers, and not BOE.
We note that Section 890(h) requires BOE to collect surcharges from
non-exempt customers on interstate pipelines that might otherwise avoid
surcharge payments, while Section 896 exempts certain customers from
surcharge payments. In addition, exemptions include customer consumption of
natural gas which this state is prohibited from taxing under the United States
(U.S.) Constitution or the California Constitution.26 It is apparent from the
Workshop Report, that adopting procedures implementing these two provisions
has proven difficult.
In order to identify non-exempt customers on interstate pipelines, we
request BOE to query all interstate pipeline companies27 for lists of customers
and determine whether the customer qualifies for exemption under Section 896.
The Energy Division should assist BOE in this effort, and utilities are directed to
provide the names and address of interstate pipeline customers to BOE, if
known. We also recognize California Energy Resources Surcharge Regulations
2315 and 2316, as identifying exempt customers under the California or
U.S. Constitutions.
See California Energy Resources Surcharge Regulations, Regulations 2315 and 2316,
Workshop Report, Appendix D.
26

27

See Section 891(d).
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In order to identify all exempt customers, utilities are directed to review
customer lists within six months of the effective date of this decision. Following
this initial review, the utilities are directed to conduct an annual review of their
customer accounts to identify any exempt customers. Questions regarding
exemptions should be directed to BOE. All exempt customers should receive any
past surcharges that have been paid, plus applicable balancing account interest.
The utilities are responsible for these refunds in the event BOE has not made
previous payments to these customers and shall notify BOE to prevent duplicate
refunds.28 PG&E requests that language qualifying customers for exemption be
included in the appropriate tariff, rather than on individual customer bills. As
tariffs are intended to provide qualifications for service, this proposal is
acceptable.
Franchise Fees and Uncollectibles (F&U)
Southwest recommends that F&U be included in the surcharge rate.
Southwest explains that it pays franchise fees on all revenue, including surcharge
revenue. Thus, Southwest believes excluding franchise fees in surcharge
calculations results in a mismatch between surcharge revenues paid to BOE and
surcharge amounts collected from customers. Similarly, Southwest asserts that
excluding uncollectibles from the surcharge also results in a mismatch between
amounts paid and amounts collected from customers. Southwest points out that
although uncollected amounts for CARE are recovered through the CARE
We note BOE administers the surcharge in accordance with Section 893. Therefore,
should a utility fail to issue a corrected billing, the customer should have the right to file
a claim for refund with BOE. In order that duplicate refunds not occur, BOE should
exchange information on customer refunds with the appropriate utility, for past and
any future refunds.
28
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balancing account, this is not true for LIEE uncollectibles. Southwest contends
that since LIEE is a one-way balancing account, excluding uncollectibles from
LIEE results in shareholders absorbing LIEE uncollectibles amounts.
PG&E agrees with the Workshop Report recommendation that F&U
expenses are not directly related to PPP and therefore should not be included in
the surcharge.
As explained in the Workshop Report, interstate pipeline customers are
not obligated to pay franchise fees. In addition, franchise fees are not directly
related to the PPP, and for these reasons no franchise fees should be paid on
surcharge revenues. All utilities are directed to exclude surcharges in calculating
franchise fee payments.
Although some surcharges will not be paid due to uncollectible customer
revenues, Section 890 (2) addresses the problem of worthless accounts.29
As these two provisions provide for F&U, we determine that F&U should
not be included in the calculation of the surcharge.
Re-Allocating PPP Costs from Exempt Customers to Non-Exempt
Customers
As a result of implementing AB 1002, newly exempt customers are no
longer required to pay the surcharge, resulting in a shortfall in surcharge
revenues. Sempra states that for SDG&E the shortfall amounts to $1 million

Section 890(2) states, in part, “that a public utility is relieved from liability to collect
the surcharge insofar as the base upon which the surcharge is imposed is represented
by accounts which have been found worthless and charged off in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. If the public utility gas corporation has
previously paid the amount of the surcharge it may, under regulations prescribed by
the State Board of Equalization, take as a deduction on its return the amount found to
be worthless and charged off.”
29
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per year. Sempra recommends that the re-allocation of the shortfall to nonexempt customers occur as part of this proceeding. Sempra argues that resolving
this matter now minimizes future revenue shortfalls, and minimizes rate shock.
Sempra also notes that its exempt customers paid the surcharge between
January 1, 2001, and July 1, 2001, when the surcharge was included in Sempra’s
gas rates. As a result Sempra overcollected surcharge revenues in 2001.
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The Energy Division recommends that this allocation of costs occur in the
next BCAP, a position supported by PG&E.
R.02-10-001 is a quasi-legislative proceeding. Accordingly, some parties
representing customer classes that might otherwise be interested in ratemaking
have not participated in this proceeding. Therefore, although costs paid by
exempt customers must be re-allocated to other customers, that re-allocation
should occur in either a BCAP, or other appropriate ratemaking proceeding.
Utilities that do not have BCAPs may file an AL to accomplish the re-allocation
of PPP costs.
Interest Bearing Account for Surcharge Collections
The Energy Division recommends that surcharge collections be deposited
in an interest bearing account prior to remittance to BOE, a position supported
by PG&E30 and other utilities, except Sempra. Sempra opposes this
recommendation for two reasons. First, Sempra argues that the surcharge is a
tax, and therefore is not revenue. Sempra asserts that taxes should not be
recorded in interest bearing accounts. Secondly, Sempra contends that the
Energy Division’s proposal would require the addition of interest before the
surcharge funds are received. In its comments, Sempra provides an illustration
showing how revenue lags in customer payments result in the use of shareholder
monies to fund shortfalls in revenue collections. Simply stated, Sempra remits
approximately 3% of its billed revenues to BOE before these revenues are
received. Although the revenue shortfall is eventually received, final receipt is
many days after Sempra has made its remittances to BOE.
PG&E states that all PG&E surcharge revenues accrue interest regardless of when
amounts are remitted to BOE.
30
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We have generally held that ratepayers should receive interest on
deposited revenues in balancing accounts held by utilities. Typically, the interest
on these accounts accrues at the three-month commercial paper rate. Although
we have not determined whether the surcharge is a tax or a fee, we find no
reason that the surcharge balancing accounts should not also accrue interest.
Therefore, we will direct that interest be paid on surcharge amounts in the
possession of utilities prior to remittance to BOE, and be credited to the
appropriate PPP balancing accounts. In order to address Sempra’s problem
resulting from a timing difference between payments and collections, we note
that utilities are provided a “working cash allowance,” an adjustment to rate
base in general rate cases (GRC).31 The need for a working cash allowance
compensates investors for funds provided by them for the purpose of paying
expenses in advance of receipt of offsetting revenues. As Sempra’s problem
appears to be a result of a delay in customer revenues, Sempra may pursue this
matter in its next GRC.
Allocation of Commission and BOE Administrative Costs
The Energy Division recommends that Commission and BOE
administrative costs be allocated to utilities according to the number of utilities
remitting into the surcharge fund. Sempra and Avista recommend the allocation
be based on gas volumes or a similar method. Avista points out that allocating
administrative costs based on the number of utilities would result in Avista
customers paying over 200 times the administrative costs paid by PG&E
customers.
See Commission Standard Practice U-16, Determination of Working Cash Allowance,
September 13, 1968.
31
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It would be unfair to small utility customers to allocate administrative
costs based on the number of utilities paying into the Fund. We believe Sempra’s
and Avista’s alternative administrative cost allocation method based on utility
gas volumes is reasonable. Therefore, BOE and Commission administrative costs
allocated to each utility shall be based upon each utility’s proportion of the total
amount of throughput reported to BOE used to calculate remittances for the
prior calendar year. Costs to be included in the surcharge will be any
uncollected amounts for prior year (s) expenses and expected costs for the
upcoming year, adjusted for any previous overcollections. In order to include
administrative costs in the January 1 surcharge rates, we will direct the Energy
Division to obtain BOE and Commission administrative costs by September 30 of
the prior year, and provide these costs to the utilities for their October 31
surcharge filings. Administrative costs shall be allocated to customer classes on
an equal-cents-per-therm basis. We direct the utilities to identify Commission
and BOE administrative cost amounts in their quarterly remittances to BOE.
Utilities shall send copies of the quarterly remittances to the Energy Division
showing the amounts collected for these costs, following filing with BOE.
Interstate Pipeline Customers Outside of Service Territories
Although parties have not identified any current interstate pipeline
customers outside of existing utility service territories, identification of all
interstate pipeline customers continues. Southwest hypothesizes the existence of
non-exempt interstate pipeline customers who do not reside in any current
utility service territory. If any interstate pipeline customers outside of existing
utility service territories are identified, the surcharge rate of the nearest utility
service territory should be applied to such customers. Accordingly, any
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surcharge amounts remitted to BOE from such customers should go to the utility
whose service territory is nearest the customer.
Intrastate Pipeline Customers Served by a Utility Different from the
Utility Operating that Service Territory
Southwest explains that several customers in its Southern California
division take all or most of their service from PG&E through PG&E’s intrastate
pipeline, although these customers are located in Southwest’s service territory.32
Southwest argues that the surcharges paid by these customers should benefit
customers in Southwest’s service territory and not PG&E customers.
AB 1002 does not specifically address the disposition of surcharge funds
when non-exempt interstate pipeline customers are served by one utility, but are
located in the service territory of a different utility. However, Section 890(e)
states “The Commission shall annually establish a surcharge rate for each class of
customer for the service territory of each public utility gas corporation. A
customer of an interstate gas pipeline, as defined in Section 891 shall pay the
same surcharge rate as the customer would pay if the customer received service
from the public utility gas corporation in whose service territory the customer is
located. The Commission shall determine the total volume of retail natural gas
transported within the service territory of a utility gas provider, that is not
subject to exemption pursuant to Section 896, for the purpose of establishing the
surcharge rate.”

PG&E’s intrastate pipeline runs through Southwest’s service territory. PG&E is
certificated to serve these customers.
32
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As this issue concerns intrastate pipeline customers, and we have
previously determined that these are certificated PG&E customers,33 surcharge
amounts should be collected by PG&E and used for PG&E PPP purposes.
Third Party Gas Storage Providers34
Sempra and PG&E recommend that third party gas storage providers be
required to provide lists of their non-utility end use customers in an effort to
identify all non-exempt customers.
AB 1002 does not exempt customers of third party gas storage providers
unless the customer qualifies for exemption under Section 896. Thus, third party
gas storage non-exempt customers should be expected to pay the surcharge. In
order that such customers may be identified, we will direct third party gas
storage providers to provide customer lists to BOE and the Commission. Nonexempt customers of third party gas storage providers should be assessed the
surcharge rate for the utility service territory in which they reside.35 Remittances
from non-exempt third party gas storage customers should be returned to the
utilities in whose service territory the third party gas storage customer resides.
Research and Development
Definition of Public Interest Research and Development
The definition of public interest R&D is important as it delineates the types
of projects that will qualify as public interest gas R&D.

33

See D.88-12-090.

Third party gas storage providers are regulated by the Commission as public
utilities. (See Decision (D.) 03-04-038.)
34

Third party gas storage providers may be instructed by the Commission to bill these
non-exempt customers.
35
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CEC and UC recommend adoption of the definition of public interest R&D
contained in the 1996 “Working Group Report on Public Interest RD&D
activities”36 which is: “Public Interest RD&D activities are directed towards
developing science or technology, 1) the benefits of which [sic] accrue to
California citizens, and 2) are not adequately addressed by competitive or
regulated entities.” SCGC also supports this definition if it is interpreted to
remove certain existing R&D programs from rates. We address SCGC’s request
separately in our discussion of R&D funding.
PG&E believes that the definition used in the Working Group Report is too
general, and that there is no “bright line boundary” between public interest R&D
and regulated and competitive R&D.37 As an alternative, PG&E believes that the
definition of public interest R&D should evolve through an oversight committee
representing key stakeholders. PG&E offers that the oversight committee should
evaluate R&D projects individually based on four criteria:
1. R&D projects that are not funded through the competitive
market, and consistent with the gas objectives of
Section 740 would be considered as public interest R&D.
2. R&D projects that are consistent with the gas objectives of
Section 740 and should not be funded by the competitive
market would also be considered as public interest R&D.

Item A by reference, Working Group Report on Public Interest RD&D Activities,
September 6, 1996, submitted in R.94-04-031, pp. ES-2 and 2-7.
37 Competitive R&D activities are directed toward developing science or technology,
the benefits of which can be appropriated by the private-sector entity making the
investment. Regulated R&D activities are directed toward developing science or
technology, the benefits of which are related to the regulated functions of the entity
making the investment. (Working Group Report, p. ES-2.)
36
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3. The type of research conducted. R&D that is fundamental,
higher risk, long-term, basic research, and oriented
towards public policy would be considered public interest
R&D.
4. Ownership of the R&D product. Whether the results of
particular R&D projects are be owned by the public, by the
utility for the benefit of the utility and its ratepayers, or by
a competitive entity for potential licensing and profit,
would be another factor in determining if the R&D is
public interest.
We agree with UC and CEC that the definition contained in the 1996
Working Group Report on Public Interest RD&D activities is appropriate to
define gas public interest R&D. This definition is relatively simple, although
applying the definition to particular projects may be more difficult. Thus, our
adopted definition is:
Public interest gas R&D activities are directed towards
developing science or technology, 1) the benefits of which
[sic] accrue to California citizens and 2) are not adequately
addressed by competitive or regulated entities.
We appreciate PG&E’s concern that a bright line may not always be
apparent between competitive and public interest projects, and that an oversight
committee should be appointed to help evolve the definition. In consideration of
this concern, our adopted R&D program will include Commission oversight
through our Energy Division. This oversight will ensure that all R&D projects
funded through the gas surcharge meet the definition of public interest, and
additional criteria adopted herein.
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Additional Project Criteria
The June 3, 2003 ALJ ruling requested parties to provide criteria useful to
identifying and choosing gas public interest R&D projects.38 PG&E recommends
that any project meet the requirements of Sections 740.1 and 890(a), and
supplemental objectives established by the Commission.39 Sempra also offers
Section 740.1 as a guide, as well as the following criteria for project selection:

38

ALJ Ruling, Attachment A.

39

See D.90-09-045, Appendix C, 37 CPUC 2d 390, pp. 397-398.
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A. More than 50% of potential benefits target the general public.
B. The project/technology provides one or more of the following
public benefits:
1) Improvements to environmental quality
2) Enhanced transmission and distribution system
reliability or integrity
3) Increased overall energy efficiency, and
4) Improved safety.
C. Other R&D funding sources would not otherwise provide adequate
funding for the proposed project due to the fact that:
1) The project is too long in duration (5 years or greater)
2) The project is very risky from a technical perspective
3) Technology and/or product is projected to be too
costly, and
4) Technology is either at too early a stage or is considered
a radical breakthrough.
UC and CEC do not state specific criteria, but provide a list of potential
areas for study including energy efficiency, load management, insulation, indoor
air quality, heating ducts, building commissioning, distillation, development of
biomass and landfill gas, and technologies to reduce environmental impacts of
gas use. CEC adds that projects should be prioritized through development of
an R&D action plan that reflects energy policy, detailed R&D plans, use of R&D
subject areas to develop specific projects and a merit review process with peer
experts. CEC recommends that the administrator make decisions for funding.
We agree criteria should be established for the selection of projects, and to
provide guidance to the administrator. However, we also want to provide
flexibility to the administrator, so that worthwhile projects will not be excluded,
including those that may involve collaboration with other entities. Section 740.1
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provides guidance; however this section is intended for R&D proposed by
electric and gas utilities, and includes certain criteria pertaining to corporate
operations. Therefore, in addition to meeting the adopted definition of public
interest R&D, we expect that approved gas R&D projects will meet the following
criteria:
1) Focus on energy efficiency, renewable technologies,
conservation and environmental issues
2) Support State Energy policy
3) Offer a reasonable probability of providing benefits to
the general public, and
4) Consider opportunities for collaboration and
co-funding opportunities with other entities.
Our adoption of an annual gas R&D program, proposed by the
administrator, and approved through the Commission, does not mean we are
excluding the input of other parties to the list of potential gas R&D projects.
Both the utilities, and other parties, have unique knowledge regarding particular
energy problems that may help define worthwhile R&D projects. Therefore, we
request that the utilities, and other parties, provide potential gas R&D projects to
the administrator and the Commission for consideration and inclusion in annual
gas R&D programs. In order to minimize potential delay in adopting annual gas
R&D programs, we request that any potential projects be provided to the
administrator and the Energy Division by July 31 of the year preceding the year
for adopting the next annual gas R&D program.40 Submitted gas R&D projects
should explain how the project meets our adopted criteria, including the
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definition of public interest gas R&D, and include expected project costs and
benefits. We expect that the administrator in coordination with the Commission
will consider these projects in developing annual gas R&D programs. Annual
gas R&D programs will be approved by the Commission.
Administration
The administrator of public interest R&D has the responsibility to offer
public interest projects for approval, and provide oversight so that projects are
performed in a timely manner, within a budget, and at a reasonable cost.
Sempra recommends that the utilities administer the gas program, or in
the alternative, Sempra through SoCalGas should be selected as a statewide
administrator. If utilities elect not to mange their own R&D programs, Sempra
states that its experience, resources, and relations with R&D organizations
qualify SoCalGas to act as administrator. Sempra provides a detailed proposal
for administering the R&D program including Commission jurisdiction, program
funding, and the role of the California Utility Research Council (CURC)41 as an
advisory body.
PG&E recommends that an oversight committee of interested and
qualified stakeholders should serve as administrator. PG&E believes that the
oversight committee should include both utilities and other interested parties,
including state agencies. Although PG&E would serve on an oversight
committee, PG&E does not want to act as sole administrator.
In recognition of the effective date of this decision, potential projects should be
provided to the administrator and Energy Division by September 30, 2004 for the 2005
R&D program.
40

CURC was established in 1984 to coordinate gas and electric R&D programs in
California. (See Sections 9202-03.)
41
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UC sets out criteria for choosing an administrator, and explains why UC
best meets these criteria. UC submits that an administrator must have a public
interest focus, coordinate an R&D program with other energy goals and research
programs in the state, and manage the R&D program efficiently and
cost-effectively. UC argues that the public interest focus should be administered
by an entity devoted to the public interest, and not by an entity with conflicting
interests, such as the utilities. UC believes the administrator should not be
involved in the actual research, but should focus on management of the R&D
program. UC asserts that a single statewide administrator provides a single
point of contact and thus the most efficient coordination. UC further contends
that efficient administration requires an existing research management structure.
UC applies its recommended criteria to the utilities, and concludes that the
utilities are unsuitable to serve as an administrator. UC argues the utilities
represent multiple entities, do not respect the boundary between public interest
R&D and competitive R&D, and do not have a public interest focus.
Furthermore, UC points out that utilities focus on their service territories, and
except for Sempra, show little interest in acting as a statewide administrator. UC
also notes that CURC is not a current functioning organization, and its structure
appears to prohibit inclusion of UC or CEC, although in reply, Sempra states that
UC and CEC could be included in CURC.
CEC believes there is substantial agreement between the parties regarding
the appropriate criteria for administration. Agreed upon criteria include
administration on a statewide basis, a single administrator, a program that
supports state energy policies, Commission review and approval of the overall
R&D program and budget, appointment of a capable and experienced
administrator, efficient and publicly accountable, avoidance of conflict of
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interest, and ability to coordinate with other energy programs. CEC argues that
application of these criteria lead to the conclusion that CEC should be the
administrator. CEC asserts it already administers an electric research program,42
and develops and enforces statewide energy policies. CEC states it has
extensive, ongoing experience in research management, and would be the most
efficient administrator. CEC points out that internal Public Interest Energy
Research (PIER) oversight and administration is already housed in the CEC, and
as a result, overhead costs of administering the gas R&D program would be
minimal.43 CEC believes it has the highest degree of public accountability as it is
subject to the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act and the Public Records Act.44
CEC contends that unlike the utilities that conduct competitive R&D, and UC
that conducts publicly-funded energy R&D, CEC is without any similar conflicts
of interest. Finally, CEC argues that it is best qualified to coordinate public
interest R&D due to its current administration of the PIER program, and its
participation and knowledge of R&D in state and federal organizations.
In choosing an administrator for public purpose gas R&D programs, we
have considered the arguments, qualifications, and experience of Sempra, UC
and CEC. As a starting point, we look to D.95-12-063 addressing electric
restructuring,45 in which we stated “We do not intend for the surcharge to collect
funds to pursue research that the competitive market will provide on its own.
42

The PIER program is codified in Section 399.7.

CEC states that administrative overhead for the PIER program ranged from 4% to
12 % annually, while the utilities administrative costs have ranged between 17% to 23%
annually, and UC estimates its administrative costs at 15% to 20% annually.
43

44

Government Code Sections 11120 et seq. and 6250, et seq.

45

D.95-12-063, as modified by D.96-01-009, pp. 112-113.
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After a transition period, perhaps by January 1, 1998, the funds collected
through a surcharge for public goods research should be administered by an
independent, non-utility entity.” The application of this language to gas R&D
leads us to conclude that the administrator should be a non-utility entity.
Eliminating the utilities means that either UC or CEC could act as
administrator. Both UC and CEC have a public interest focus, could implement
an R&D program on a statewide basis, and have R&D program experience.
However, between these two entities, CEC currently manages the PIER program,
and central to its mission is the development of public energy policy. In
addition, CEC is subject to the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act and the Public
Records Act requirements that help ensure public accountability. Consequently
we believe CEC is best suited to act as administrator for the gas R&D program.
In the event that CEC chooses not to act as administrator, we believe that UC
could serve as an alternate administrator. Consistent with our conclusion that
the administrator should be a non-utility entity, the administrator should not
sub-contract with investor-owned utilities for the administration of any R&D
programs.
Commission R&D Program Oversight
We agree with the parties that there is a need for an oversight role by this
Commission. We are responsible for adopting the R&D program, and for setting
the surcharge to fund the R&D program; therefore, we must necessarily approve
and resolve administration, funding, project approval, or other matters, and
make a final decision. In this instance, the Energy Division, serving as the
Commission’s advisor, will assist us in this role. Any request for approval or
changes in the adopted R&D program should be by letter, directed to the
administrator, with a copy to the Commission’s Energy Division. Proposed
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program changes should include an explanation of the reasons for the proposed
changes. Changes proposed by the administrator should be brought to the
Energy Division for approval. The annual proposed R&D program should be
provided by the administrator to the Energy Division by August 31.46
At this time we will not establish any additional committees, boards or
other entities to oversee the administrator. We are concerned that an oversight
committee will add an unnecessary layer of administration, and may delay
projects. We agree with CEC that the administrator should manage daily
activities and R&D projects, including planning, project procurement, project
accounting and program evaluation. The Commission will review and approve
the annual plans for R&D projects to be funded.
R&D Funding Level
There is wide variation in the parties’ recommended funding levels.
Sempra recommends that R&D spending remain at the current annual level of
approximately $4.5 million. PG&E recommends a similar level of initial
spending, although PG&E would allow this amount to increase to approximately
$11 million, if worthwhile R&D projects can be identified. UC recommends
spending at least $15 million annually, while CEC recommends funding be at
least $24 million. Sempra argues that the intent of the Legislature in adopting
AB 1002 was to limit R&D spending to the current level of about $4.5 million.47
The project list should explain how each project meets our adopted criteria, the
estimated cost of each project, the administrator shall also include a list of projects that
have been rejected.
46

In recognition of the effective date of this decision, the proposed R&D program for 2005
should be provided by the administrator to the Energy Division by October 31, 2004.
47

The Legislative Counsel’s Digest for AB 1002, Section 1, states:
Footnote continued on next page
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Sempra derives this figure from an assessment reflecting 20 years of
experience, and asserts that no party demonstrated that $4.5 million is an
unreasonable funding level. Sempra contends that CEC’s funding
recommendation, based on parity with electric public interest R&D, is not
appropriate as the electric R&D funding level was established under separate
legislation without an analysis of needs. PG&E supports Sempra’s contention
that the legislature intended to limit R&D spending to current levels.
Alternatively, PG&E recommends that any increase in R&D spending above
$4.5 million should be justified by a zero-based budgeting approach.48
UC argues that a zero-based budgeting approach should not be used to
determine additional R&D spending. UC contends zero-based budgeting would
unnecessarily delay research work, and may result in rejecting worthwhile R&D
projects that are not as cost effective as other projects. UC also rejects limiting
R&D spending to current levels. UC argues that current gas R&D funding is
insufficient to make a significant contribution to overall energy change. Thus,

“It is the intent of the Legislature to continue public policy programs in an equitable
manner that will ensure that all gas consumers will provide a fair share of adequate
funding for these programs without increasing the current funding levels for these
programs.” (Item by Reference B, p. 1.)
Under zero-based budgeting, projects that qualify would be identified, including cost
and benefit analysis, and then summed. The Commission would determine the total
appropriate funding, and include this amount in determining a surcharge. In the event
a zero based budget has not been set in time for January 1 surcharge rate updates, the
surcharge will be set using the amount of the annual program spending cap. Over or
under collections (including balances in excess of project costs) of R&D costs will be
adjusted for in the following January 1 surcharge rates.
48
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UC recommends an annual funding amount of at least $15 million, based on
UC’s professional judgment.49
CEC argues that gas R&D funding levels have declined dramatically over
the past 10 years, despite the availability of many public interest cost-effective
projects with benefit-to-cost ratios between 2/1 and 9/1. CEC states that this
significant decline in R&D funding occurred during a period when the
consumption of gas continued to substantially increase. CEC estimates its
recommended funding level of $24 million using an average of three
methodologies, “social investment,” “historic gap,” and “parity.” The social
investment methodology estimates R&D funding as equal to 1% of the gross
operating gas revenues in California, or $30 million. The gap methodology uses
CEC’s estimate of public interest R&D funding by utilities in the early 1990s to
estimate current R&D needs of $22 million. The parity methodology estimates
gas R&D based on establishing funding equivalent to electric funding in the PIER
program, resulting in an estimate of $20 million. The average of these three
methodologies is $24 million, CEC’s recommended funding level. CEC further
contends that funding at the much lower level proposed by Sempra would
continue the inequity of “free-ridership” and “unfair competition” between the
electricity funded PIER program and gas R&D funding.
SCGC’s testimony focuses on one issue. SCGC advocates removal of Low
Emission Vehicle (LEV) program costs from gas rates, and funding this program
through the PPP surcharge. In D.03-10-08650 adopted October 30, 2003, we
49

TR 2, p. 135.

See D.03-10-086, p. 48, in Application 02-03-047, a SoCalGas and SDG&E application
for authority to continue funding of LEV programs.
50
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denied the same request by SCGC. We find no reason to change this policy, and
therefore will not adopt SCGC’s request.
The R&D funding level must provide adequate R&D funding for
worthwhile public interest programs and the opportunity for reasonable
program growth. Gas is a vital resource in the economic future of California, and
nationwide. Clearly, as a matter of important public policy, we must adopt the
means to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of our gas resources.
Therefore, we reject Sempra’s recommendation to limit future R&D funding to
current levels, as well as Sempra’s contention that the Commission has no
authority to set the R&D budget. We cannot conclude that the Legislature, in
enacting AB 1002, intended that R&D spending would not increase above current
levels. As CEC notes, in determining legislative intent the courts require statutes
to be read as a whole, harmonizing the various elements by considering each
clause and section in the context of the overall statutory framework.51 AB 1002,
which grants the Commission authority and discretion to determine appropriate
natural gas funding levels for low-income, energy efficiency and public interest
R&D activities, is consistent and in harmony with Public Utilities Code Sections
890(a) and 890(d), because these statutes direct the Commission to establish a
natural gas surcharge for certain specified public policy programs and annually
determine the amounts “required” to administer and fund these programs for
each utility. If we accepted Sempra’s interpretation, the Commission would be
restricted from determining the gas surcharge to fund these programs, including
the R&D program. Thus, an interpretation of Legislative intent that freezes these

51

People v. Jenkins, 10 Cal.4th 234, 246; 40 Cal. Rptr. 2nd 903, 910 (1995).
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amounts cannot be harmonized with these statutory provisions. This restrictive
interpretation would make the Commission’s determination of annual funding
meaningless surplusage, a conclusion we reject.
Furthermore, it is unreasonable to conclude that the Legislature intended
to ignore the factors that cause PPP costs to increase. These factors include
significant increases in the cost of gas, general inflation, and the number of
customers that qualify for these programs. If we accepted Sempra’s restrictive
interpretation, the value of these programs would diminish as the costs of the
programs increased and the funding level remained unchanged.52 No party,
including the utilities, has asserted that this outcome is reasonable.
Although we assert our authority to set a reasonable gas R&D budget, we
will not adopt a specific level of R&D funding. We are beginning a new R&D
program, under a new administrator, along with Commission oversight. In
order to allow the R&D program to develop, we will adopt a zero-based budget
subject to approval by the Commission. We shall request that the administrator
provide a prioritized list of projects that meet our adopted project criteria,53 to
the Commission by August 31 of each year,54 prior to the January 1 R&D
program effective date. The projects will be reviewed and approved by the
See for example D.02-09-021, Attachment 2, which increases the CARE, budgets for
SDG&E and SoCalGas by $11.7 million, and $4.5 million, respectively. Under Sempra’s
interpretation of AB 1002 these increases would be illegal resulting in some
combination of restricting the number of CARE customers or reducing the subsidy per
customer provided by the CARE program.
52

The project list should explain how each project meets our adopted criteria, and the
estimated cost of each project. The administrator shall also include a list of projects that
have been rejected.
53

54

Except for R&D program year 2005, that should be provided by October 31, 2004.
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Commission. We also agree with PG&E that, at least initially, there should be a
cap on first year R&D program costs. In consideration of the parties
recommended funding levels, we will adopt a first year cap of $12 million
beginning January 1, 2005.55 We will further provide that this initial cap can be
increased by up to $3 million annually pending identification and approval of
additional R&D projects, to a maximum cap of $24 million after four years; these
amounts shall include all necessary R&D administrative costs. After four years,
we will assess the reasonableness of the funding level, and the overall R&D
program.
As recommended by both CEC and UC, we will order the utilities to
continue their public interest research, although we will direct them to provide
updated R&D plans to the Commission within 60 days of the effective date of
this decision. These updated plans should detail how the utilities will end
current public interest R&D projects or transfer these projects to the
administrator by December 31, 2004. Utilities shall report any unspent R&D
funds to the Energy Division as of December 31, 2004. Any unspent R&D funds
shall be used for future R&D programs.
Allocating R&D Costs and Remittances
R&D costs shall be allocated among utilities on the basis of throughput gas
volumes as discussed in Allocation of Commission and BOE administrative
We will allow CEC to access up to $1 million in the Fund during 2004 if necessary to
begin their administration of the R&D program. We note that PG&E has collected
approximately $5.5 million of unspent R&D funds through the surcharge on deposit in
the Fund. The start-up funds for CEC will come from these PG&E collections and an
adjustment will be made to future surcharge rates so that these costs are apportioned to
all the utilities. The start-up funds are to be included in the R&D spending cap for
program year 2005.
55
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costs. The Energy Division will then notify each utility of its R&D costs so that
utility specific R&D costs may be included in the October 31 surcharge ALs.
We will also direct utilities to identify R&D amounts in quarterly
remittances to BOE. Utilities shall send copies of the quarterly remittances to the
Energy Division and the R&D administrator that show the dollar amount of the
remittance representing R&D funding following filing with BOE.56 Returns are
to be held on a confidential basis.
Other Issues
In addition to a definition of public interest R&D, determining an
administrator, and funding levels, parties make other recommendations for
implementing an R&D program. Sempra recommends that the Commission
require annual reports concerning program administration. PG&E recommends
that the R&D program costs be remitted quarterly to the BOE, with
reimbursement within 30 days of the date a claim is submitted. PG&E also
agrees with CEC’s proposal that R&D funds be deposited into a separate fund to
assume timely payments to contractors. Furthermore, PG&E recommends that
the annual authorized amount for R&D funding, including administrative
overhead, would be added to other surcharge costs, collected quarterly, and
retained in a BOE fund for distribution to the R&D project administrator to cover
R&D project costs. PG&E advocates allocation of R&D revenue and costs
through a separate rate component to non-exempt customer classes based on
equal-percent-of-marginal-cost. CEC recommends that following initiation of the
PG&E estimates that it has already collected and remitted about $5.5 million to BOE
between 2001-2003. We agree with PG&E that these funds be made available as a part
of PG&E’s contribution to R&D on behalf of its customers. Future PG&E PPP
surcharges should reflect this contribution.
56
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R&D program, funding should be implemented on a five-year funding cycle
beginning in January 2005.
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We direct the Energy Division to work with appropriate state agencies to
establish a separate R&D account in the Fund, if feasible. Additionally, the
utilities should amend their balancing accounts via an AL, if necessary, to reflect
the collection of revenues for public interest R&D through the PPP surcharge,
remittances to BOE and disbursements from the Fund to a non-utility
administrator. The utilities shall also report to BOE the amounts collected from
the surcharge for R&D with their quarterly remittances and furnish a copy to the
Energy Division. The utilities should maintain existing authorized R&D cost
allocation procedures. Proposed allocation of R&D costs to customers using
equal-percent-of-marginal-cost is an issue for BCAP or other ratemaking
proceedings.57 However, we note initiating an R&D program, collecting R&D
surcharge revenues, and establishing accounting procedures, may cause some
initial problems in paying contractors while the fund is being established. We
expect the administrator to address any R&D funding, project financing, or
payment problems that may evolve as a result of the difference between
quarterly deposits by utilities to the Fund, remittances from the Fund, and
payments to contractors. Disbursements from the Fund to the R&D
administrator shall not exceed the adopted zero-based R&D budget. Energy
Division will issue instructions for Fund disbursements to CEC.

Utilities that currently do not have R&D costs and thus do not use an allocation
procedure for R&D costs, should allocate R&D costs to customer classes using equalcents-per-therm.
57
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We also will adopt Sempra’s recommendation for annual reports by the
administrator. We expect that the annual reports will provide information on
costs, balances of approved project budgets and expenses, benefits and progress
of R&D projects. The reports should be filed annually with the Energy Division
by March 31.
Commercialization of R&D Benefits
In embarking on a public interest R&D program, parties have noted the
potential for commercial benefits from R&D projects. Clearly, if any commercial
benefits result, we expect that these benefits would accrue to the ratepayers who
are funding the program through the gas surcharge. Accordingly, we expect the
administrator to inform the Energy Division if and when any commercial
benefits result from the gas R&D projects funded through the gas surcharge.
Commercial benefits may be used to offset future R&D costs, reduce the gas
surcharge, or be returned to ratepayers, upon determination of the Commission.
Implementing Annual Surcharge Rates
After the filing of appropriate ALs, utility surcharge rates for 2001, 2002,
2003 and 2004 were adopted by Commission resolutions. In order to increase the
efficiency of approving surcharge rate changes, we will allow future surcharge
rate changes to be approved by the Energy Division.58 This change in policy
assumes that ALs requesting surcharge rate changes are unopposed. ALs that
are protested and not subsequently corrected will continue to be approved only
through Commission resolution.

As discussed in R&D Funding Level, the R&D budget will be authorized by
Commission resolution.
58
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We also direct the Energy Division to furnish BOE with a listing of
authorized surcharge rates by public utility service territory, customer class, and
effective surcharge dates.
No party opposed the filing of separate tariff rate schedules to reflect the
adopted surcharge, although this issue was not resolved in the
Workshop Report. Therefore, we will direct utilities to file separate tariff rate
schedules reflecting the surcharge rates in their October 31 AL filings, and when
changes are requested at other times.
Comments on Proposed Decision
The proposed decision of the Assigned Commissioner in this matter was
mailed to the parties in accordance with Pub. Util. Code § 311(d) and Rule 77.1 of
the Rules of Practice and Procedure. Comments were received from CEC and
UC, filing jointly, and PG&E, Sempra, BOE, SCGC, and The Utility Reform
Network.
We have carefully considered the comments on the issues addressed in
today’s decision. In response to comments, we have modified the draft decision
to clarify certain accounting and implementation instructions, and provided
R&D definitions. We have also carefully considered parties’ comments
regarding the R&D program, and concluded that CEC should act as
administrator, although we have not modified the R&D funding mechanism or
oversight by this Commission.
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Due Dates for AB 1002 Implementation Program
The following table summarizes certain dates and deadlines actions are to
be undertaken on an ongoing basis. Refer to the discussion in the decision and
ordering paragraphs for further details on the instructions to be followed.
Due Date:

Party responsible:

Action:

Quarterly

Energy Division

Disperse remittances deposited in the Fund to utilities less
adjustments for Commission and BOE administrative costs,
R&D funding and BOE refunds.

Quarterly

BOE

Provide Energy Division with copies of Natural Gas
Surcharge Returns from utilities and consumers and
identify amounts paid.

Quarterly

Utilities

Provide Energy Division and R&D Administrator copies of
BOE returns showing amounts collected and remitted for
R&D program funding.

Quarterly

Utilities

Provide Energy Division copies of BOE returns showing
amounts collected and remitted for Commission and BOE
administrative expenses.

March 31

R&D Administrator

Provide Energy Division with Annual Report on R&D
activities and spending.

July 31

R&D project developers

Provide descriptions of potential R&D projects to Energy
Division and R&D Administrator for consideration in
upcoming year.

August 31

BOE

Unless previously submitted, provide copies of Natural
Gas Surcharge Returns for utilities and consumers showing
gas volumes used to calculate remittances.

August 31

R&D Administrator

Provide proposed annual R&D program to the Energy
Division.

September 30

Energy Division

Obtain Commission and BOE costs for administering
AB 1002 recoverable through the surcharge.

Prior to October
31

Energy Division

Provide utilities with allocation of R&D, Commission and
BOE administrative costs, and interstate pipeline customer
gas volumes used for setting surcharge rates.

October 31

Utilities

File ALs with proposed surcharge rates with requested
effective date of January 1. Energy Division to promptly
notify BOE of approved surcharge rates.

Annually

Utilities

Review customer accounts for collections received from
exempt customers and issue refunds according to
instructions discussed in decision.

Annually

Third Party Gas
Storage

Submit customer lists to BOE and the Commission.

(except for program
Year 2005)

(except for program
Year 2005)
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Assignment of Proceeding
Loretta M. Lynch is the Assigned Commissioner and Bruce DeBerry is the
assigned ALJ in this proceeding.
Findings of Fact
1. The surcharge supports low-income programs that embody public policy
goals not directly related to the provision for gas service.
2. All funds remitted to BOE should be returned to the utilities in a timely
manner to fund PPP.
3. BCAP estimated throughput gas volumes, or recent test year estimates, are
the most accurate gas volume projections for calculating the surcharge.
4. Utility tariffs are intended to provide qualifications for service.
5. Interstate pipeline customers are not obligated to pay franchise fees.
6. AB 1002 was passed into law by more than a two-thirds vote of the
Legislature.
7. As a result of implementing AB 1002, newly exempt customers are no
longer required to pay the surcharge resulting in a shortfall in surcharge
revenues.
8. This is a quasi-legislative proceeding; thus, some parties interested in
ratemaking may not have participated.
9. Ratepayers should receive interest on deposited amounts in balancing
accounts held by utilities.
10. A working cash allowance compensates investors for funds provided by
them for the purpose of paying expenses in advance of receipt of offsetting
revenues.
11. It would be unfair to small utility customers to allocate administrative
costs based on the number of utilities paying into the Fund.
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12. Allocating administrative costs based on utility gas volumes is reasonable.
13. Utility surcharge rates should reflect utility specific PPP costs.
14. If past default rates exceeded utility specific surcharge rates, then the overremitted funds should be returned to the utilities, and applied to appropriate
surcharge-related accounts.
15. A reasonable surcharge rate for non-exempt customers residing outside of
any utility service territory is the rate used in the service territory in closest
proximity to the customer.
16. Customer surcharges should be remitted to the utility in whose service
territory the customer resides regardless of the utility serving the customer.
17. Third party gas storage non-exempt customers should pay the surcharge
to the utility that operates in the utility service territory in which the customer
resides.
18. The adopted definition of public interest R&D defines the types of projects
that qualify as public interest gas R&D.
19. Public interest R&D activities are those directed towards developing
science or technology, the benefits of which accrue to California citizens and are
not adequately addressed by competitive or regulated entities.
20. The R&D administrator shall provide a list of recommended R&D projects
to the Commission by August 31, prior to the January 1 effective R&D program
date.
21. CURC is not currently functioning as an organization.
22. Parties agree that R&D administration should be conducted on a statewide
basis, support state energy policy, include Commission review and approval of
R&D programs and budgets, avoid conflicts of interest, utilize an efficient and
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capable administrator, coordinate with other energy programs, and consist of a
single administrator.
23. CEC currently administers the PIER program, and develops and enforces
statewide energy policies under legislative authority.
24. UC currently administers several energy programs.
25. Public interest gas R&D funding levels have declined over the past
10 years.
26. Gas is a vital resource in the economic future of California and the nation.
27. Adopting an R&D funding level equivalent to current amounts, and
without opportunity to increase, would diminish the value of R&D programs.
28. A zero-based R&D budget with a cap of $12 million beginning in 2005 is a
reasonable approach for funding gas R&D.
29. It is reasonable to allow the R&D funding level to increase in future years
in order to maintain the value of R&D programs.
30. The Commission should have a role in overseeing gas R&D programs and
budgets.
31. Section 740.1 provides a guide for determining the selection of R&D
projects.
32. Reasonable criteria for R&D project selection include a focus on energy
efficiency, renewable technologies, conservation and environmental issues,
support of State energy policy, a reasonable probability of providing benefits to
the general public, and opportunities for collaboration and co-funding with other
entities.
Conclusions of Law
1. Section 890(h) authorizes BOE to collect the gas surcharge from interstate
non-exempt pipeline customers who might otherwise avoid surcharge payments.
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2. Section 896, and California Energy Resources Surcharge Regulations 2315
and 2316, exempt certain gas customers from surcharge payments.
3. Section 890(2) provides utilities with a solution to the problem of worthless
customer accounts.
4. AB 1002 does not state that R&D funding levels must be maintained at
current levels.
5. Sections 890(a) and (d) direct the Commission to establish a natural gas
surcharge for certain specified PPPs and annually determine the amounts
required to administer and fund these programs for each utility.
O R D E R
IT IS ORDERED that:
1. Assembly Bill (AB) 1002 shall be implemented in accordance with the
Energy Division’s Workshop Report as filed on December 9, 2003, except as
otherwise addressed in this decision.
2. Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E) Advice letters (AL) 2440-G and
2440 – G – A are approved subject to the modifications discussed in this decision.
PG&E shall file a supplement to AL 2440-G-A within 30 days of the effective date
of this decision reflecting these modifications, subject to Energy Division
approval.
3. Respondent utilities shall identify the gas surcharge as a separate line item
on customers’ bills within six months of the effective date of this decision.
Required billing system changes can be implemented along with regular
monthly rate changes immediately following the six-month deadline.
4. Respondent utilities shall identify all exempt customers who they serve
within six months of the effective date of this decision.
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5. Respondent utilities shall annually review their customer accounts, and
refund surcharge revenues received from exempt customers, or any
over-payments plus applicable interest and return these amounts within 30 days
after identification, unless previously refunded by State Board of Equalization
(BOE).
6. Respondent utilities shall inform the BOE of any refunds issued.
7. Respondent utilities shall refund any surcharge amounts received from
exempt interstate pipeline customers or over-payments from non-exempt
interstate pipeline customers, plus applicable interest, within 30 days after
identification, unless previously refunded by BOE.
8. Respondent utilities shall return with accrued interest, any surcharge
amount that was collected from exempt customers, within 60 days following the
implementation of system changes required in Ordering Paragraph 3, unless
previously refunded by BOE.
9. Respondent utilities shall provide the BOE with the names and addresses
of all known California interstate pipeline customers.
10. Respondent utilities shall calculate surcharge rates using the surcharge
formulas provided in this decision.
11. Respondent utilities shall exclude gas surcharge amounts in determining
franchise payments.
12. Respondent utilities shall pay interest at the three-month commercial
paper rate on surcharge amounts in the possession of utilities before remittance
to BOE and credit this interest to the appropriate PPP balancing accounts.
13. Respondent utilities shall file ALs to establish or modify their balancing
and/or memorandum accounts to facilitate the unbundling of public purpose
program costs from their rates, treatment of interest accrued in the Fund, and to
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account for the adopted research and development (R&D) procedures, within
30 days of the effective date of this decision.
14. Commission and BOE administrative costs, and public interest R&D
incurred as a result of implementing AB 1002, shall be allocated to utilities based
on gas volumes used by the utilities in calculating remittances to BOE.
15. Third party gas storage providers shall provide annual customer lists to
BOE and the Commission.
16. Non-exempt third party gas storage customers shall pay gas surcharges to
the utility in whose service territory the customer resides. The surcharge shall be
based on the appropriate surcharge for the service territory in which the
customer resides.
17. Approved R&D projects shall meet the criteria discussed in this decision.
18. The California Energy Commission is appointed as administrator of the
gas R&D program until further action by the Commission.
19. The funding level, including administration, for R&D in 2005 will be
determined upon review and approval by the Commission, subject to a cap of
$12 million, to be funded by the gas PPP surcharge. Additional increases in
annual gas R&D budgets after 2005 will be considered and approved as
discussed in this opinion.
20. R&D funds shall be remitted by the utilities quarterly to BOE used for
distribution to the administrator to cover R&D project and administration costs
consistent with the zero based budget and spending cap.
21. Any commercial benefits that result from the expenditures authorized in
this opinion shall be brought to the Commission by the administrator to the
Energy Division, and the Commission shall determine the disposition of such
commercial benefits.
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22. Respondent utilities shall file annual ALs, with proposed surcharge rates,
by October 31, with a requested effective date of January 1 of the next year.
23. Respondent utilities shall provide copies of quarterly BOE remittances,
including R&D amounts, to the Energy Division and the R&D administrator with
returns held on a confidential basis.
24. Respondent utilities shall continue public interest R&D and end, or
transfer, projects to the administrator by December 31, 2004 and report any
unspent R&D funds to the Energy Division for use in future R&D programs. (See
p. 36, supra.)
25. Respondent utilities shall file separate tariff rate schedules that reflect the
adopted surcharge rates no later than January 1, 2005.
26. The administrator shall file an R&D report by March 31 each year.
(See p. 39, supra.)
27. Rulemaking 02-10-001 is closed.
This order is effective today.
Dated August 19, 2004, at San Francisco, California.

MICHAEL R. PEEVEY
President
CARL W. WOOD
LORETTA M. LYNCH
GEOFFREY F. BROWN
SUSAN P. KENNEDY
Commissioners
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